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Why Is It Taking So Long
to Secure Internet Routing?
Routing security incidents can still slip past deployed security defenses
Sharon Goldberg, Boston University
BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) is the glue that sticks the Internet together, enabling data
communications between large networks operated by different organizations. BGP makes Internet
communications global by setting up routes for traffic between organizations—for example, from
Boston University’s network, through larger ISPs (Internet service providers) such as Level3, Pakistan
Telecom, and China Telecom, then on to residential networks such as Comcast or enterprise
networks such as Bank of America.
While BGP plays a crucial role in Internet communications, it remains surprisingly vulnerable
to attack. The past few years have seen a range of routing incidents that highlight the fragility of
routing with BGP. They range from a simple misconfiguration at a small Indonesian ISP that took
Google offline in parts of Asia,32 to a case of BGP-based censorship that leaked out of Pakistan
Telecom and took YouTube offline for most of the Internet,2 to a routing error that caused a large
fraction of the world’s Internet traffic to be routed through China Telecom,6 to highly targeted traffic
interception by networks in Iceland and Belarus.34
People have been aware of BGP’s security issues for almost two decades and have proposed a
number of solutions, most of which apply simple and well-understood cryptography or whitelisting
techniques. Yet, many of these solutions remain undeployed (or incompletely deployed) in the global
Internet, and the vulnerabilities persist. Why is it taking so long to secure BGP?
The answer to this question lies in the fact that BGP is a global protocol, running across
organizational and national borders. As such, it lacks a single centralized authority that can
mandate the deployment of a security solution; instead, every organization can autonomously
decide which routing security solutions it will deploy in its own network. Thus, the deployment
becomes a coordination game among thousands of independently operated networks. This is further
complicated by the fact that many security solutions do not work well unless a large number of
networks deploy them.

ROUTING PRIMER
BGP enables networks to route to destination IP prefixes. An IP prefix is a set of Internet Protocol
addresses with a common prefix that is n bits in length. For example, the set of IP addresses {8.0.0.0,
8.0.0.1,..., 8.255.255.255} is written as 8.0.0.0/8, where the notation /8 (“slash eight”) implies that
the first eight bits (the prefix) are common to all addresses in the set (in this case, those beginning
with the numeral 8.). IP prefixes can have variable lengths, and the addresses in one IP prefix may
be entirely contained in another IP prefix. For example, the prefix 8.8.8.0/24, which is allocated to
Google, is entirely contained in prefix 8.0.0.0/8, which is allocated to Level 3; we say that IP prefix
8.0.0.0/8 covers IP prefix 8.8.8.0/24.
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LONGEST-PREFIX-MATCH ROUTING
To decide how to forward an IP packet, an Internet router identifies the longest IP prefix that covers
the destination IP address in the packet. For example, a packet with destination IP address 8.8.8.8
would be forwarded on the route to the longer 24-bit IP prefix 8.8.8.0/24 rather than to the shorter
eight-bit IP prefix 8.0.0.0/8.
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
BGP allows ASes (autonomous systems) to discover routes to destination IP prefixes. ASes are large,
autonomous networks operated by different organizations. Each AS is assigned a different AS number
(e.g., Google [AS 15169], China Telecom [AS 4134], Comcast [AS 7922], Boston University [AS 111],
Verizon Wireless [AS 22394 and AS 6167]) and is allocated a set of IP prefixes. An AS is the origin for
a prefix that is allocated to it. ASes are interconnected, creating a graph where nodes are ASes and
edges are the links between them, as in figure 1. ASes discover routes to IP prefixes through the ASlevel graph via BGP announcements that they receive from their neighbors. Each BGP announcement
contains the AS-level path that the neighbor AS uses to reach the destination IP prefix. In figure 1,
17,41
IP prefix 66.174.161.0/24 is allocated to Verizon Wireless, whose AS 22394 originates the prefix
into the routing system by sending the following BGP announcement to AS 6167:
22394
66.174.161.0/24
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AS 6167 selects the route and forwards all traffic for prefix 66.174.161.0/24 to its neighbor AS 22394.
AS 6167 then appends its own name to the path and announces the path to its neighbors AS 2828
and AS 3356 as:
6167, 22394
66.174.161.0/24
Level 3’s AS 3356 selects the path and announces it onward to its neighbor AT&T AS 7018 as:
3356, 6167, 22394
66.174.161.0/24
This process continues, and the AS-level path to prefix 66.174.161.0/24 propagates through the
network.
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS AND ROUTING POLICIES
If an AS learns multiple routes to a particular IP prefix, then it chooses a single most-preferred route
using its local routing policies. BGP provides ASes with considerable flexibility in how they select
their routes. Routing decisions are typically independent of the performance of the route at a given
instant; instead, they are based on a variety of factors, including route length (i.e., the number of
ASes on the AS-level path) and the price of forwarding traffic to the neighbor that announced the
route.
The price of forwarding traffic depends on the business relationships9,19,20 between neighboring
ASes. While many business relationships exist, two are particularly relevant here. The first is a
customer-provider relationship, where the customer AS pays the provider AS to both send and receive
traffic; Level 3 and Verizon Wireless have a customer-provider relationship, represented by a directed
edge in figure 1 from the customer (Verizon Wireless) to the provider (Level 3)17. The second relevant
business relationship is settlement-free peering, where two ASes agree to transit each other’s traffic for
free; Level 3 and AT&T have a peering relationship, represented by an undirected edge in figure 1.
An AS will almost always avoid forwarding traffic from one neighbor to another if it cannot
generate revenue by doing so; for example, China Telecom’s AS 4134 in figure 1 will not carry traffic
from its peer, Level 3 (AS 3356), to its other peer, AT&T (AS 7018), because neither neighbor pays
China Telecom for this service. As such, China Telecom will not send a BGP announcement to AT&T
(AS 7018) for the route to the prefix it learned from Level 3 (AS 3356) in figure 1.
This economically motivated behavior9,19,20 is often generalized as the following rule of thumb: AS
a will typically announce a route to neighboring AS n only if: (1) n is a customer of a; (2) the route is
for a prefix originated by a; or (3) the route is through a customer of a.

ATTACKS ON BGP
BGP was designed in the early 1990s—a simpler time, when the Internet was less contentious. As
a result, BGP lacks basic authentication mechanisms, making it highly vulnerable to attack. We
illustrate these vulnerabilities using several real-life routing incidents.
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HIJACKS
BGP lacks mechanisms to authenticate the allocation of IP prefixes to autonomous systems; a prefix
hijacker exploits this by originating a prefix that was not allocated to its AS. Hijacks can be classified
into two types: prefix and subprefix.
Prefix hijacks. In a prefix hijack, the hijacking AS originates the exact same prefix as the AS(es)
that is legitimately allocated the victim IP prefix. The bogus BGP announcement originated by the
hijacking AS will be disseminated throughout the routing system, and the other ASes will use their
local policies to choose between routes to the legitimate origin AS(es) and bogus routes originated by
the hijacking AS.
For 18 minutes on April 8, 2010, China Telecom launched prefix hijacks for 15 percent of
the Internet’s prefixes.6,17 While there is no evidence that this incident resulted from anything
other than a misconfiguration, it provides an instructive example of a “classic” prefix hijack.
Figure 217 shows one of the hijacks17: China Telecom’s AS 22724 hijacks Verizon Wireless’s prefix
66.174.161.0/24. The bogus route originated by AS 22724 propagates through the AS-level graph and
is eventually selected by AT&T because it is shorter than the legitimate route originating at Verizon
Wireless’s AS 22394. Meanwhile, Level3 selects the legitimate route, because it is shorter than the
bogus route. Thus, network traffic splits between the hijacking AS and the legitimate origin AS, with
the nature of the split depending on routing policies used by individual ASes and the topology of the
AS-level graph.
Subprefix hijacks. A far nastier attack, the subprefix hijack can potentially allow the hijacker to
intercept 100 percent of the network traffic destined for the victim IP prefix. In a subprefix hijack,
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the hijacking AS originates a subprefix of the victim’s IP prefix—that is, a prefix that is covered by
the victim IP prefix.
Perhaps the most famous subprefix hijack occurred on February 24, 2008, when Pakistan Telecom
took YouTube offline. The incident2 began when Pakistani authorities demanded that YouTube to
be censored within Pakistan. To accomplish this, Pakistan Telecom’s AS 17557 launched a subprefix
hijack by originating the subprefix 208.65.153.0/24 of YouTube’s prefix 208.65.153.0/22 to its
customer ASes in Pakistan (e.g., Aga Khan University, Lahore Stock Exchange, Allied Bank Pakistan),
as in figure 3.37,41 This meant that traffic destined for YouTube’s servers in AS 36561 would instead be
forwarded to the longer IP prefix originated by Pakistan Telecom’s AS 17557, where traffic could then
be dropped.
Events took an unexpected turn when Pakistan Telecom’s bogus BGP announcement leaked out of
Pakistan. PCCW, a large ISP that provides global network connectively to Pakistan Telecom, received
the bogus routing announcement, selected the bogus route, and announced it to its own neighbors.
Because the bogus route was for a longer prefix (/24) than the legitimate route (/22), longest-prefixmatch routing meant the bogus route was always more preferred by the legitimate route, and within
minutes, at least two-thirds of the Internet was sending its YouTube traffic to Pakistan.2 The incident
was eventually resolved via manual intervention of network operators at YouTube, PCCW, and other
ISPs worldwide.
Detecting hijacks. Prefix hijacks might seem to be easy to detect, just by checking that a particular
prefix is originated by more than one AS. A single prefix, however, might be originated by multiple
ASes for legitimate reasons (e.g., multiple ASes in a disparate part of the AS-level topology might
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originate a single prefix to reduce latency, so other ASes can get “closer” to the prefix). In some
situations, only the legitimate holder of a prefix can be absolutely certain that a prefix is being
hijacked. The identification of hijacks using anomaly-detection techniques is an active area of
research.3,21
ROUTE LEAKS
Route leaks are a separate class of commonly observed routing incidents.28 These leaks are especially
interesting because they do not involve the announcement of a bogus route. Instead, the perpetrator
announces a legitimate route that it is actually using, but announces it to too many of its neighbors.
The perpetrator is then overwhelmed by a flood of traffic from neighbors that select the leaked route.
Figure 432,33 illustrates such an incident involving Moratel (AS 23947), a local ISP based in
Indonesia. Moratel is not designed to transit large volumes of traffic from an international
communications provider such as PCCW (AS 3491) to an important content provider such as Google
(AS 15169). Per the rule of thumb in the first section, Moratel therefore should not announce its route
to prefix 8.8.8.0/24 to its provider PCCW.
On November 6, 2012, however, a misconfiguration at Moratel did just that, “leaking” the route
23947, 15169
8.8.8.0/24
to PCCW. Understanding why this had an impact requires knowledge of PCCW’s local routing
policies. Many routers,9,19,20 likely including those in PCCW’s AS, are configured to prefer a route
through a neighboring customer over one through a neighboring settlement-free peer. By forwarding
traffic through its customers, an AS can generate more revenue. As such, PCCW’s routers preferred
the customer route through Moratel over the usual settlement-free peering route directly to Google’s
AS 15196. As a result, Moratel received a huge volume of network traffic from PCCW, which quickly
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took parts of Moratel’s network offline and rendered 8.8.8.0/24 unreachable for PCCW and some of
its neighbors, including AS 4436.
IMPACT OF ROUTING INCIDENTS
Incidents of this type can impact routing in different ways, which can be classified as blackholes or
interception.
Blackhole. In a blackhole, network traffic stops at the perpetrator AS and never reaches its
legitimate destination; blackholes result in network outages that are visible to end users. Blackholes
happen because BGP routing decisions are typically independent of the instantaneous performance
of the route. The Moratel incident is a classic example of a route leak leading to a blackhole. Hijacks
can also cause blackholes; the Pakistan Telecom/YouTube incident created a blackhole because all
of Pakistan Telecom’s neighbors had selected its bogus route, leaving Pakistan Telecom without a
working route to YouTube and forcing it to drop traffic for YouTube’s prefix.
Interception. Traffic interception occurs when the perpetrator AS intercepts traffic for the victim
IP prefix and then silently passes it on to the legitimate origin AS. Interception is invisible to end
users. Both route leaks and hijacks can lead to traffic interception, as long as the perpetrator has a
working route to the legitimate origin AS and enough network capacity to transit the extra traffic it
attracts. The 2010 China Telecom hijack is an example. Figure 2 shows how one of China Telecom’s
routers announced the bogus hijacked routes to its neighbors, while other China Telecom routers
maintained a working route to the legitimate origin of the prefix. Traffic then traveled from the
hijacking router, through China Telecom’s high-capacity network, back out onto the wider Internet,
and finally to the legitimate origin AS for the victim IP prefix.2,17 Similar incidents were observed last
year by Renesys, which reported several short-lived hijacks that caused traffic for targeted IP prefixes
to be intercepted by ASes based in Iceland and Belarus.34

DEFENSES
Many of these incidents can be eliminated through security solutions based on simple cryptography
or whitelisting techniques. This section looks at these solutions—prefix filtering, RPKI (Resource
Public Key Infrastructure), and BGPSEC—and highlights the challenges involved in deploying them
on the global Internet.
PREFIX FILTERING
Prefix filtering is a whitelisting technique used to filter out bogus BGP announcements. It is based
on the rule of thumb of the first section, which implies that an AS (e.g., Pakistan Telecom in figure
3) will announce BGP routes to its provider (PCCW) only if those routes are: (1) for its own allocated
prefixes; or (2) through its own customers (Aga Khan University, Lahore Stock Exchange, etc.). As
such, the provider can usually enumerate the small set of IP prefixes that are announced by its
customer: that is, the set of IP prefixes allocated to Pakistan Telecom and its customer Pakistani ASes.
The provider can therefore keep a prefix list of these IP prefixes for each customer and discard BGP
announcements from a customer when they are not for prefixes on the list.
Benefit: Prefix filtering is simple and effective. Because a prefix filter is a simple whitelist, it does
not usually present a large computational burden to routers. Prefix filtering has been used by various
ISPs since the late 1990s and is a highly effective defense against hijacks and leaks perpetrated by
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customer ASes. Our research shows that if every Internet provider with at least 25 customer ASes
were to deploy prefix filters properly, this would prevent a lage fraction of the Internet’s ASes from
launching routing leaks or hijacks.12 Moreover, if PCCW had had properly configured prefix filters in
April 2008, the Pakistan Telecom’s hijack of YouTube might never have happened. The same is true
of the Moratel route leak of November 2012.
Challenge: Prefix filtering works only on customer links. Prefix filters, however, typically
filter BGP announcements only from customer ASes; this is because prefix filters are built on the
assumption that the filtered AS will announce only a small number of IP prefixes to the filtering AS.
Prefix filtering is not typically used to filter BGP announcements from providers or settlement-free
peers. For example, the 2010 China Telecom incident in figure 2 could not have been prevented by
prefix filtering, since China Telecom announced the bogus route along a settlement-free peering
edge between China Telecom (AS 4134) and AT&T (AS 7018).
Challenge: Lopsided incentives. The incentives for deploying prefix filters are somewhat lopsided.
For example, the “victims” of the 2008 Pakistan Telecom/YouTube incident were YouTube and all the
impacted ASes that could not reach YouTube’s hijacked prefix. However, the only AS that could have
prevented the incident by using prefix filtering is PCCW itself; deploying prefix filters on the other
victim ASes would do nothing to prevent the hijacked route from propagating through the Internet.
Thus, the AS deploying the prefix filter (e.g., PCCW) does not have particularly strong incentives to
do so, other than protecting the rest of the Internet from attacks by its own customers.
RPKI: CRYPTOGRAPHIC ORIGIN VALIDATION
The issues with prefix filtering have led to the development of many alternative security solutions.
An approach that currently has significant traction is the RPKI.26 Deployed since the start of this
decade, the RPKI provides a trusted mapping from allocated IP prefixes to ASes authorized to
originate them in BGP. To do this, the RPKI establishes a cryptographic hierarchy of authorities that
allocate and suballocate IP address space, as well as authorize its use in BGP.
The RPKI hierarchy is rooted at the RIRs (regional Internet registries); there is roughly one RIR per
continent: RIPE in Europe; ARIN in North America; LACNIC in Latin America; AfriNIC in Africa;
and APNIC in Asia Pacific. Figure 55 shows how ARIN allocates the prefix 8.0.0.0/8 to Level 3, which
suballocates prefix 8.8.8.0/24 to Google; these allocations are accomplished using cryptographic
certificates. The holder of a cryptographic certificate for a prefix can then sign an ROA (route origin
authorization) authorizing a prefix (or its subprefix) to be originated in BGP; in figure 5, for example,
Google issues an ROA authorizing its AS 15169 to originate 8.8.8.0/24.
Benefit: Offline cryptography. RPKI does not require any modifications to BGP message formats;
nor does it require any cryptography to be performed online during routing. Instead, each day an
AS syncs its local cache to the public repositories that store RPKI objects, cryptographically verifies
the RPKI objects in its local cache, and pushes the resulting whitelist (mapping IP prefixes and their
authorized origin AS(es)) to border routers in its AS.26
Benefit: Protection from hijacks. Routers use this whitelist to filter hijacked BGP routes (i.e., those
with an unauthorized origin AS). For example, in figure 2 AT&T can use the RPKI to determine that
the route:
3356, 6167, 22394, 22394
66.174.161.0/24
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FIGURE

is legitimate; AS 22394 is the origin of the route, and there is an ROA in the RPKI of figure 5
authorizing AS 22394 to originate 66.174.161.0/24. Meanwhile, the route originating at China
Telecom’s AS 22724 in figure 2 is bogus, since there is no ROA authorizing AS 22724 to originate
66.174.161.0/24.
Benefit: Effective incentives. The RPKI also avoids the two problems that plague prefix filtering:
it can be used to filter BGP announcements made by any neighbor (not just neighboring customers),
and it avoids lopsided deployment incentives. During the first phase of RPKI deployment, an AS that
wants to protect the routes it originates can populate RPKI repositories with ROAs for its originated
routes. (Today, RPKI contains ROAs for about 4 percent of the routes announced in BGP.31) During
the second phase of RPKI deployment, an AS can use RPKI to discard bogus routes, thus protecting
the routes it selects. (Currently we are in the very early steps of this phase, with a few ASes worldwide
are experimenting with RPKI-based filtering.)
Challenge: RPKI takedowns and misconfigurations. A key challenge to RPKI deployment stems
from abuse of RPKI itself.5,7,8,30 RPKI is designed as a threat model where BGP is under attack but RPKI
is trusted. Can RPKI itself be attacked, misconfigured, or legally compelled to misclassify a legitimate
BGP route as bogus? (DNS is subject to legal orders to take down domains;14,35 could RPKI be used to
take down IP prefixes? Similar issues have already come up in several court cases.13,22,29) Since routers
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use RPKI to filter bogus BGP routes, the routers would then lose access to the misclassified route. This
means that RPKI creates a new attack vector that can be used to blackhole routes. These issues are
known to the RPKI standards community, and there are ongoing efforts to harden RPKI against this
type of abuse through the development of configuration tools24,31,36 and fail-safe mechanisms.16, 23 It
is too early to tell what the outcome of these efforts will be.
Challenge: RPKI can be circumvented. Unfortunately, the RPKI cannot prevent some classes of
attacks.
The first is a route leak. The RPKI is designed to detect routes with an unauthorized origin AS, but
in a route leak, the perpetrator leaks a legitimate route with an authorized origin AS. For example,
even if nLayer (AS 4436) in figure 4 had been filtering routes based on the RPKI, it would still have
selected the “leaked” Moratel route, since Google is a legitimate origin for prefix 8.8.8.0/24.
The second is a path-shortening attack in which an attacker announces a short bogus path to a
prefix that terminates at the authorized origin AS. For example, even if RPKI were fully deployed,
China Telecom (AS 4134) could still intercept traffic if it announced the route
4134, 22394
66.174.161.0/24
to AT&T in figure 2. To see why, notice that the route has a legitimate origin AS (AS 22394), but the
route is actually bogus: there is no edge between AS 4134 and AS 22394. Thus, even if AT&T used
RPKI to filter routes, it would still select the bogus route to China Telecom because it has a legitimate
origin AS and is shorter than the legitimate route via Level 3.
Fortunately, however, research1,12,27 suggests that fewer ASes are likely to select a leaked or
shortened route than one that is subprefix hijacked. During a subprefix hijack, the hijacker exploits
longest-prefix-match routing to (potentially) convince all of the ASes on the Internet to select the
bogus route. Meanwhile, both route leaks and path-shortening attacks do not exploit longest-prefixmatch routing. Instead, they cause traffic to split between legitimate routes and the leaked/shortened
route, with a majority of the traffic taking legitimate routes.12,27 The nature of the split is determined
by routing policies and the AS-level topology (since ASes closer to the attacker are more likely to
select the attacker’s route).
BGPSEC: CRYPTOGRAPHIC PATH VALIDATION
The community has considered a number of solutions that can eliminate the attacks that can be
launched against the RPKI. Excellent surveys of these solutions (ranging from cryptographic protocol
modifications to anomaly-detection techniques) are available.3,21 Here we focus on BGPSEC, the
protocol that is currently being standardized by IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force).25 Building
on the RPKI’s guarantees that a BGP route has an authorized origin AS, BGPSEC also provides path
validation.
BGPSEC builds on RPKI by adding cryptographic signatures to BGP messages. It requires each AS
to digitally sign each of its BGP messages. The signature on a BGPSEC message covers (1) the prefix
and AS-level path; (2) the AS number of the AS receiving the BGPSEC message; and includes (3) all the
signed messages received from the previous ASes on the path. For example, in figure 2, AT&T’s AS
7018 would receive the following BGPSEC message from Level 3’s AS 3356:
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[66.174.161.0/24: 7018; 3356; 6167; 22394]3356
[66.174.161.0/24: 3356; 6167; 22394]6167
[66.174.161.0/24: 6167; 22394]22394
where the notation [m]A means message m signed by AS A. Upon receipt of a BGPSEC announcement,
an AS validates the signatures and filters the route if the signatures are invalid.
Benefit: No path-shortening attacks. BGPSEC eliminates path-shortening attacks. In figure 2,
China Telecom (AS 4134) announced the path
4134, 22394
66.174.161.0/24
to AT&T. With BGPSEC, this attack would fail. China Telecom (AS 4134) would not receive the
BGPSEC announcement
[66.174.161.0/24: 4134; 22394]22394
from Verizon Wireless (AS 22394), since AS 22394 and AS 4134 are not neighbors, and thus could not
form a “shortened” bogus path that passes the digital signature checks required by BGPSEC.
Challenge: Online cryptography. Unlike the solutions discussed thus far, BGPSEC is an online
cryptographic protocol; routers must cryptographically sign and verify every BGP message they
send. This high computational overhead, which could require routers to be upgraded with crypto
hardware accelerators, could slow down BGPSEC deployment.
Challenge: The transition to BGPSEC. All the security solutions considered here face the challenge
that each AS will decide whether or not to deploy them based on its own business objectives. This
challenge is particularly acute with BGPSEC, because an AS cannot validate the correctness of an
AS-level path (and therefore filter bogus routes) unless all the ASes on the path have applied their
signatures to the message. This means the security benefits of BGPSEC apply only after every AS
on the path has deployed BGPSEC. This is in stark contrast to the other two solutions discussed
here—prefix filtering and RPKI—where only the AS doing the filtering needs to deploy the security
solution. This creates a chicken-and-egg problem; the security benefits of BGPSEC apply only after
a large number of ASes have deployed BGPSEC, but there is little security incentive for anyone to be
the first to deploy BGPSEC.
There are a number of ways around this chicken-and-egg problem. One idea is that a set of earlyadopter ASes would deploy BGPSEC (e.g., for regulatory compliance, because of subsidies, or for
public-relations purposes) and then trigger a cascade of BGPSEC deployment.4,10 One argument in
favor of deploying BGPSEC is that because BGPSEC necessarily influences route selection, an AS that
has deployed BGPSEC could attract more revenue-generating traffic from its customers that prefer
to select BGPSEC-secured routes. Our research suggest that these economic incentives, along with
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several other conditions, could create a cascade that led to BGPSEC adoption at a majority of ASes on
the Internet.10
Beyond economic incentives, there is also the question of what security benefits are provided
during the transition to BGPSEC, when some ASes have adopted it but others have not. The answer
is, unfortunately, less positive. Given the routing policies that are likely to be most popular11
during the transition to BGPSEC, our recent work argues that BGPSEC can provide only meager
improvements to security over what is already possible with RPKI.27 This is because ASes may
prioritize economic considerations over security concerns. For example, given a choice between
an expensive, BGPSEC-secured route through a provider and a cheap, insecure BGP route through a
customer, an AS might choose the cheap, insecure path. Thus, even ASes that have deployed BGPSEC
can suffer from protocol downgrade attacks, where an attacker convinces them to select a bogus path
instead of a legitimate BGPSEC-secured path.

CONCLUSION
Today we live in an imperfect world where routing-security incidents can still slip past deployed
security defenses, and no single routing-security solution is a panacea against routing attacks.
Research suggests, however, that the combination of RPKI with prefix filtering could significantly
improve routing security; both solutions are based on whitelisting techniques and can reduce the
number of ASes that are impacted by prefix hijacks, route leaks, and path-shortening attacks. There
are still several deployment challenges to overcome, since prefix filtering is limited by lopsided
deployment incentives, while RPKI introduces a new dependence on centralized authorities.
This article has concentrated on protocol-based attacks on BGP. Recent research38,39 and
media revelations15,18,40 indicate that routers themselves could be compromised in a manner that
circumvents protocol-based defenses such as prefix filtering, RPKI, and BGPSEC. Thus, while we
continue to make progress toward protocol-based defenses for routing security, the next frontier in
routing security could very well be hardening the software and hardware used in Internet routers.
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